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"It's working, it's working! Linglong, keep frying! Sword-drawing style Sword-drawing
style ah!" Lin Hao saw that Xu Linglong's attack had an effect, which meant that Xu

Linglong's means of attack could, after all, he was a Grand Master!

Jun Wu Ren: ????

"Are you guys crazy or what? Isn't my life a life?"

What do you mean it's effective?

Jun Wu Ren was going crazy as Xu Ling Long's sword-drawing style hit the
Corpse King hard, and the Corpse King staggered two steps, and a dark Yin Qi dissipated

from his back, while the armour was only left with a white mark where the sword light

had cut it.

You call this effective?

The aftermath of that blow was bad enough for him, a few more and he'd
be in heaven first!



Roar!

The Corpse King roared again, as if Xu Linglong's strike had hurt him, he
went straight into a frenzy and attacked towards Jun Wu Ren even more frantically.

"Mamma!" Jun Wu Ren was so mad that he turned around and shouted and

ran away, knowing such a bunch of bad friends, what a sin.

With frost on her pretty face, Xu Linglong sprang up, grabbed the scabbard

with her left hand, gripped the hilt with her right, and swung her hands twice in quick

succession!

In the blink of an eye, two glorious sword lights, almost in no particular

order, ran towards the corpse king, the two sword lights felt as if they were one and the

same!

Because the interval between the speed of the sword strikes was so short,
the two sword lights almost fused together!

Lin Hao couldn't help but give a thumbs up, "Bull, such a fast sword strike

speed!"

Xu Linglong smiled faintly, "There is no woman in your heart, drawing
your sword is naturally divine ......"



Lin Hao's face darkened and the corners of his mouth twitched violently,
No, sister, can you not be so middle-aged? Besides, you're a sister, isn't it normal to have

no woman in your heart?

"Awwwwww~! Can you guys behave yourselves?" Jun Wu Ren was sent

flying by the aftermath, spitting out blood and retreating without a single piece of his

body intact!

Even with the strength of a peak Grand Master's body, he still suffered
huge damage and was drenched in blood!

This sword-drawing attack was an incomparably terrifying attack, and
even after Xu Linglong had made three sword strikes, her face was pale and weak as she

fell straight down from the heights above.

"I can't carry it anymore, I'll rely on you guys next." Xu Linglong weakly

exited beyond the battlefield and began to recover her strength.

Lin Hao was dumbfounded, this, it was gone?

Roar!



The Corpse King roared, this time he was even angrier, Xu Linglong had

really hurt him with this blow, the armour on his back was hardened and cracked by the

sword qi, and Xu Linglong's attacks were attacking the same spot three times!

More black Qi was dispersed by Xu Linglong, but instead of becoming

weaker, the Corpse King became even more manic because of his frenzy!

Jun Wu Ren was now rolling and crawling to move and dodge, his body
was still covered in colours, and he was really miserable.

Lin Hao did not dare to slow down, five sword qi sped out on the ground,
this time but did not continue to attack this corpse king, but five sword qi around the

corpse king, around the eyes of the red, roaring angrily trying to slash the sword qi when

Lin Hao seized the moment and control pick up!

"Sword intent, burst!"

Sword intent rushed to the sky, killing intent! The aura of the five sword qi

steeply skyrocketed, appearing even sharper.

Boom!

The five sword qi burst at the same time, the raging sword qi was most

terrifying within a ten meter radius of the corpse king, and it just so happened that the

unlucky Jun Wu Ren was in this attack envelope.



Useful? I want to close the grill to serve Ai Lu Zha?

Lin Hao's eyes lit up as the move burst open and the corpse king's corpse Qi
collapsed quite a bit more, it was clearly effective!

Five streaks of sword qi once again coalesced around Lin Hao: ''Go! Sword
intent, burst!"

There was another ear-splitting explosion!

Sword Intent Vertical, go!

"Fuck you for coming back!"When he saw Lin Hao's fourth round of attacks
coming, he was so angry that he cursed, "Lin Hao, I won't let you go even if I'm a ghost!"

Lin Hao spoke calmly, "Teammate sacrifice to the heavens, the power of
magic is boundless! Sword intent! Explosion!"
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Boom!



Poof, Jun Wu Ren spat out blood and flew backwards, his face as pale as
paper, his eyes staring deadly at Lin Hao as he spat out with all his strength: God damn

teammate sacrifice to the heavens ......

Bang!

Jun Wu Ren fell to the ground, his head lolling, and he passed out.

Lin Hao was also clear that such a level of damage to Jun Wuhuai came?
Zero Dyeing West Zero Dyeing Chalks Closed? said, it was not considered fatal. The
actual fact is that Lin Hao is not worried about this guy being blown up alive.

On the contrary, because Jun Wu Regret fell to the ground, thus the corpse
king instinctively gave up on pursuing Jun Wu Regret and turned his head towards
another target, namely Lin Hao!

Roar!

The Corpse King roared in anger as it ran towards Lin Hao again!

Lin Hao's eyelids jumped wildly, this was no joke!

Run!



Lin Hao turned around and ran, the Sword Qi Water Breaking move was

useless against the Corpse King, he could only explode himself with the second move of

the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel, the sword intent!

Swoosh!

As Lin Hao ran, he controlled the five flying swords and sped towards the

corpse king, after encircling the corpse king, Lin Hao's mouth opened: Explosion!

Boom!

Another explosion consumed some of this corpse king's corpse qi, it was
just getting smaller and smaller, Lin Hao couldn't help it, he had very little energy left in

his body now.

Each sword qi required a lot of his qi, and after so many explosions in a row,
he was almost drained.

What to do?

How could this be fought!



Jun Wu Ren hadn't woken up yet, and as for Xu Linglong, she was still
there recovering her energy.

The only fighting force left now was himself!

Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel, the third stance! Sword Domain Divine

Movement!

Lin Hao tried to use the third stance, if he could use this stance in a

coherent manner, he might be able to fight one of them!

Boom!

However, the sword domain did not form, instead, this caused the sword

intent to explode directly, a horrific explosion, sharp sword qi with crushing power

ravaged Lin Hao's body and viciously threw him away.

Lin Hao spat out a mouthful of blood, unlucky, instead of being beaten up

by the Corpse King, he had himself spat out blood first.

This result was simply unacceptable to Lin Hao, there was no doubt that

the third sword domain divine movement had failed after all.



"Roar, roar!" The crimson colour of the Corpse King's eyes became even

deeper, as if he was excited, he rushed over to Lin Hao, and didn't use the large sword in

his hand anymore, instead he waved his fist and thumped down towards Lin Hao's body.

The shadows of the fists were like the wind, as dense as rain!

Lin Hao screamed in agony, each scream was accompanied by a mouthful

of blood, this attack was comparable to that of an early Grand Master who was good at

close combat.

Lin Hao's energy was already depleted, and even the meridians in his body

had recoiled from the failure just now, forming considerable wounds.

"Grandma's leg, I can let you bully me like that?" Lin Hao relied hard on

the strength of his body itself and stood up and engaged in close physical combat with the
Corpse King!

If you're a man, you should fight head on! Come on, fencing! But the result
was very little, in a short while Lin Hao was beaten up and bruised, his body was

incomplete, and his appearance was unspeakably miserable.

This situation was really miserable.

But it couldn't be helped!



He was so miserable, but the corpse king's corpse aura hadn't been
dispersed much, instead it made the other party fierce!

"Brother Lin, get out of the way!" Jun Wu Ren finally woke up!

He had not lost a lot of energy, he had only fought hard when he was

running for his life just now, he knew his own body strength, he couldn't die, although it

was a bit miserable, but if he didn't have his own energy to renew his cup, later on Xu

Linglong and Lin Hao would run out of energy in their bodies, it would be like waiting to

die, there was no difference.

The first time I saw Lin Hao's bruised and swollen body, I suddenly felt

much better, especially since Lin Hao's head looked like a pig's head: Well, having a

brother like you makes me feel much better!

Phew!

Lin Hao was finally relieved that there was finally someone to fill in.
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Lin Hao and the corpse king hard steel wave, chest hard by the corpse king's fist, Lin Hao

did not resist, but then the corpse king this terrifying fist of great impact, directly



backwards flying out more than 10 meters, and then rolled several times on the ground,
spitting two mouthfuls of blood before climbing up.

Clang!

Lin Hao just flew backwards out, Jun Wu Regrets momentum of the knife

also ruthlessly cut in the back of the corpse king, a dark, thick as ink corpse gas from the

corpse king back wound emerged.

The corpse king roared in anger, bloodshot eyes turned back towards Jun

Wuhuai ran wildly past, decisively gave up chasing Lin Hao!

The ground also trembled as the corpse king ran wildly!

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you want to do.

Seeing this scene, Lin Hao is also bright, this is a good idea! As long as we

can get it done, we'll be fine!

Swoosh!

Lin Hao had just recovered a little bit of energy when he burst out three
more sword qi in quick succession, straight to this corpse king's back wound.



Three sword qi pierced into the corpse king's back! Then Lin Hao grinned

and shouted: "Explosion!"

There was a loud boom, and another black gas collapsed and erupted, and
the corpse king roared in anger. The corpse king was all a bit confused, no matter if he

pursued towards that side, he would be attacked!

If you attack Jun Wu Ren, you will be attacked by Lin Hao, and if you

pursue Lin Hao, you will be attacked by Jun Wu Ren.

And Jun Wu Regret energy is still very strong, Lin Hao's energy can be

average, after all, Lin Hao is almost a little bit of recovery with a little bit, simply can not

make ends meet ah!

But this is the longevity, now the corpse king can not touch anyone, but let
his body's corpse Qi source of collapse reduced.

Suddenly, the corpse king seems to have found a new continent, see far
away still recovering energy Xu Linglong, the corpse king also do not care so much, fight
the two loach-like guys too much trouble, first kill this!

The corpse king ejected a mouthful of corpse gas, instantly emotionally

more brutal, speed suddenly accelerated, towards Xu Linglong on a wild run.



"Not good, Linglong is in danger!" Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren both found this

problem, but they kept quite a distance from the corpse king in order not to let the corpse

king attack.

Now the corpse king suddenly sent braid, even if they react quickly, it is
difficult to do anything.

Jun Wu Regret knife qi waving, surprisingly in an instant waved two knife

qi, straight at the corpse king and go, whether they can catch up is not easy to say!

Lin Hao tried his best, just condensed two sword qi, is already his limit now,
while trying his best to yell: "Linglong! Run, you!"

However, Linglong did not move at all, just continued to sit cross-legged in

the distance.

Closer and closer, closer and closer, looking at the corpse king will be in

front of Xu Linglong!

But Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren's sword and sword light have not yet attacked
the corpse king, there is still a distance!

What to do!



Howl!

The corpse king's face was hideous, laughing as he raised the large knife in

his hand and viciously slashed down the middle. If this slash hits, then Xu Linglong will

undoubtedly be directly cut in half with one slash!

Lin Hao, Jun Wu Ren is already rushing over, but, too slow, too slow, too
slow!

They couldn't even catch up with their saber light and sword energy, how
could they possibly catch up if they rushed over!

"Draw Sword Style! Chopping Dragon Sword Qi!" Just when the Corpse

King's great sword was about to fall on top of Xu Linglong's head, Xu Linglong opened her
eyes openly, her gaze as sharp as lightning, and the sword in her hand even suddenly

swung!

Sword-drawing stance, in a single breath!

A golden sword qi suddenly rose from the sky in front of Xu Linglong,
directly this corpse king to a sword cut out, click, the corpse king body armor completely

crumbled, corpse qi raging inside the body leaked out.

Swoosh!



Boom boom!

Under the intentional control of Jun Wu Ren and Lin Hao, the sword qi

they just waved out, once again carried out a complementary slash to the corpse king!

Boom? Er yi serve grasping Wu Lu Shan Zha? The sound of deafening,
endless, the corpse king was enveloped by black gas, simply can not see the situation

inside, but inside the constant explosions, it is clear that the corpse king is not much

better now.
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Xu Linglong sat with her legs crossed, her body swayed, poofed out a mouthful of blood

and fell on her back ......

"Linglong!" Lin Hao was horrified!

Jun Wuhuo also horrified: "Linglong sister!"

The two men quickly ran over and helped Xu Linglong up, but Xu Linglong

had completely fainted. Lin Hao probed Xu Linglong's pulse and shook his head with a

bitter smile: "This girl didn't have a single bit of Yuan Qi left in her body, that sword just

now drained all of her Yuan Qi and even burned part of her blood."



"This sword is really vicious, the power is so terrifying that it explodes, but
the consumption is also too terrifying, right?" Jun Wu Ren also couldn't help but suck in

cold air, Xu Linglong was an early stage Grand Master!

However, with a break in the middle, only four swords were made. The last
sword is even directly and instantly depleted? The last sword is directly and instantly

consumed? Empty of all her power, but this last sword, that golden sword light, is really
stunning and incomparable, the power is overwhelming.

Directly broke open the corpse king's armor ah!

"Next can only rely on us." Lin Hao helplessly looked at Jun Wu Ren, that
corpse king if still dead, then the problem is serious.

The two people dare not slow down, after ensuring that Xu Linglong is not

seriously hurt, the two people sit down on the ground, began to continuously recover

their energy, to recover their energy to meet the next battle!

Half an hour later, a loud boom, that surrounds the corpse king, the corpse
Qi condensed like substance collapsed, constantly dissipated between heaven and earth,
but also this situation, soon let the corpse king reveal his true face!

Vomit!

Two people took a look, directly on the spot vomited!



Now the corpse king is a walking corpse full of rotten flesh, rotting flesh

festering, there are even maggots on it, armor completely shattered, no longer just a

moment ago the majestic, and even many wounds are deep to the bone.

"Roar!" The corpse king had one side of his mouth without flesh, roaring
out with an even stranger sound, but he was still alive, still rushing towards Lin Hao and

Jun Wu Ren in anger!

"Beat him up!" Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret also did not polite, the two
joined forces, in a short time, the corpse king completely broken up! It was completely

exterminated.

Xu Linglong's stunning sword had removed the corpse king's foundation,
so Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret were able to easily solve the corpse king.

After the corpse king was completely scattered, Lin Hao brothers look at

each other, full of bitter smiles, is really fucking miserable ah!

Two Zong Shi and a Grand Master early, the result of their two body is not

a piece of intact skin, full of wounds, Lin Hao is a swollen nose and face like a pig's head.

As for Xu Linglong looks a little better, but also because of the detachment

and burning bloodline fainted, this victory came too tragic.



Lin Hao and Jun Wuhuo dragged their tired bodies and carried Xu Linglong
on their backs towards the Lin family.

......

At the port of the Heavenly Sea, Hu Haiquan and the head of the Chen

family, Chen Xun, were at this port, waiting with incomparably gloomy faces, now and

then facing the direction of the sea, their eyes filled with a look of expectation.

The two of them have had to break the boat!

They fought the Sky Ocean Group fought a half-month battle, the Sky
Ocean Group resisted down.

However, the counterattack of the Tianhai Group in less than three days,
directly beat their two major groups, routed, surprisingly not even a little chance to

counterattack.

They repeatedly tried to put money into it, but the final result is, a drop in

the bucket!

What's worse, the consecrated pontiffs they sent out were not heard from!



"This bunch of trash, and they call themselves Patriarchs! What a bullshit

patriarch." After Hu Haiquan knew that he was abandoned by Yuehai Clan, he didn't have
any good feelings towards Yuehai Clan anymore, after giving so much money and

resources to Yuehai Clan, but this was the result!

"I confirmed, Yue Wumu is dead, was killed by a sword split in two." Hu
Haiquan's face was very ugly, Hu Haiquan, who got this news, asked Yuehai Clan to send

more experts over, however, Yuehai Clan seemed to not intend to send disciples over for

some reason, probably because Hu's group had been beaten by Tianhai Group and

collapsed.
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So Hu Haiquan is even more angry ah, this is to use them as lapdogs?

"Alas, our side also confirmed." Tatsun hunting sigh: "We can not contact

the three disciples of the moving mountain door half an hour ago, and so sent people over
to find the scene a mess, after a fierce battle, but those three disciples of the moving

mountain door was lazily cut into two pieces, long ago cool.

"

"Moving Mountain Sect is okay, said the matter will never stop, but,
however, said it is not appropriate to do now for the time being, said to wait a while."
Chen Xun sighed.



"Wait a fart, what we are missing now is not time?" Hu Haiquan was

furious: "The Mountain Moving Sect and the Yuehai Sect are the same, our current
situation, not to mention waiting for a few days, can not wait for a day, relying on others

is better than relying on themselves, I have invited the long-established overseas master,
Tang Sect Li Longcheng! The appearance fee alone cost one billion."

One billion, Hu Haiquan level feel some pain, but it's okay, if one billion to
settle this matter, he does not feel the pain, but, this Li Longcheng also has a request, two
families he wants to occupy thirty percent of the shares.

Hu Haiquan and Chen Xun also gritted their teeth and agreed, after all, if
not, not to mention thirty percent of the shares, even ten percent of the shares are not

their share.

"Yes, Hu thoughtful, revenge is necessary, and the most critical thing is that

we need to hurry to level this matter, and then the funds of our two groups back to their

own hands ah." Chen Xun sighed, he has some regrets to trip this trip, and the heart is still
uneasy: "By the way, brother Hu, this Li Longcheng patriarch, reliable?"

"Of course reliable ...... Huh? Chen family master you see what is that?" Hu
Haiquan did not have time to answer, suddenly found in the distance on the sea

surprisingly appeared a white line, is rapidly racing to come, as if suddenly in the dusky

night under the sea cut a comet over the trace.

Tatsun didn't care much: "I guess it's a motorboat, this person is also

looking for death, now the sky is dull, driving a motorboat in the sea so wildly, not
looking for ...... looking for death?"



Tatsun's words came to an end, his voice was a little shaky, because he saw
clearly what was speeding over the sea!

"Holy shit! That's a person! That man is running wildly on the sea!" Hu
Haiquan was also stunned and frozen in place: this was the fierce man who came treading

the sea!

The two great lords were dumbfounded, how did this happen? A man

stepping on the waves, running wildly on the sea!

And the speed is comparable to motorboats, no, even faster than

motorboats, directly on the sea presents a white line, in the blink of an eye to the shore!

Just arrived at the shore, Hu Haiquan and Chen Xun smelled? Serve closed

Yi zero dye ground west? The other side of the rich blood smell, as if just crawled out of

the dead feeling, no, more like a slaughter of hundreds of people, this just came out of the

corpse pile of people.

The man wore navy blue robes, attire somewhat like the Republican period

attire, long hair flowing is a man, shadowy sharp gaze, the face of wrinkles and scars

complement each other look incomparably hideous.

Just a glance at this person, almost let the two family heads on the spot to

kneel down.



The two family heads trembled before they could speak, the man took the

lead and spoke: "Is it the Hu and Chen families who paid me to come here?"

Hu Haiquan's eyes glared and he jumped up in a panic to salute: "Yes, my

name is Hu Haiquan, I think this is the famous overseas Patriarchal powerhouse Patriarch

Li Longcheng, right?"

Chen Xun's face turned white, could not say a word, mainly because the

aura of this person's appearance is too strong, really let some people can not carry, this is
a god of killing ah.

At this moment, Chen Xun does not know what to say, such an existence, to
put it bluntly, it is easy to invite God to send God difficult ah.

Hu Haiquan is not these ideas, he wants revenge! One is to revenge for his

own son, he can be such a son ah, now still lying in bed can not move, and, he wants to
take back everything Hu's group, that's all!
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"It's me." Li Longcheng spoke indifferently, then glanced at these people, "After the
Martial Dao Conference is over in three days, I will help you all to settle that Lin Hao, Jun
Wu Ren together."

Said? Covered service love west service closed Shan? Finished Li

Longcheng did not stay much, his figure quietly dissipated, in the blink of an eye, he was
gone.



"No, Master Li ......" Hu Haiquan words have not finished, people have long
gone without a trace, gone, just gone!

Hu Haiquan's face is gloomy, three days? The company's business can
support until tomorrow even if it is good!

After three days, the group would have changed hands!

"Master Hu, look at the people you've hired! Even if he doesn't have the
self-awareness of a fighter, he's still so arrogant, do we still need his help in three days?
You'd better think about whether we can still come up with a billion dollars to pay

someone after three days!" Chen Xun's face was even more ugly than Hu Haiquan's.

What kind of crappy patriarch did he hire? He was completely unreliable!

"Heh, that's not necessarily true, so what if the Tianhai Group gets our

group? As long as Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren are destroyed in three days, Tian Hai Group

will still be in our pocket!" Hu Haiquan told Chen Xun about Li Longcheng's identity!

This belongs to a hidden secret of the martial arts world, ten years ago, the
great masters do not appear in the world, even the masters are extremely rare, and this Li
Longcheng one person singled out the entire Chinese martial arts world, all the way
through the existence of almost invincible, no one was able to stop him to dominate the

martial arts world!



Of course, because it was a fight between juniors, the Grand Master could

not participate.

Until finally, one move, defeated in the hands of Tianhai General Yin

Nanfeng, from then on Li Longcheng on behalf of the overseas Tang Sect never set foot in

China again!

However, now is the Hu family will invite it back, that Li Longcheng
natural back, according to rumors, although Li Longcheng is the peak of the innate realm

patriarch, but in overseas, killed the early stage of the Grand Master powerhouse a palm

can not count over!

Even, called, the first person under the Grand Master! Many of the early

Grand Master powerhouse encounter him, have to yield three points!

The most important thing is that he is the personal disciple of the Tang Sect
Master Tian Mad, and the overseas Tang Sect is the leader of the martial arts of the

overseas people! In overseas has an incomparably powerful appeal!

Chen Xun still frowned, this means that Li Longcheng strikes, Tianhai
Group will definitely lose. But this god of killing was brought back by them, would it be

discarded by the martial arts community directly?

If once discarded by the Chinese martial arts community, they want to

survive, it is also difficult to move an inch!



Two people went back with their own thoughts, however, the next morning

many great things happened, in Hu Haiquan they waited for Li Longcheng near the port,
found a cruise ship, two hundred and forty-five people on it, without exception, to the

most brutal means to be killed.

After the site personnel boarded the ship, directly vomited, mountains of

corpses and blood, mutilated limbs everywhere, cruelty to the extreme.

This news also caused quite a stir.

The two of them saw this news, and all of their eyelids jumped wildly, it
can't be him, right?

But now the two family masters do not have the heart to care about these,
anxious head a lot of things waiting for them.

First of all, early in the morning, just after dawn, the team of heavenly

justice to the two groups to give a fatal blow, the stock fell, and has completely mastered

the two groups of eighty-five percent of the shares, directly launched a compulsory

acquisition!

The two groups hard resistance, but the relevant departments in

accordance with the relevant regulations to deal with, although the two groups how are

not willing to quit, after all, is their group ah, so the relevant departments began to

access.



No matter how hard the other side resist, can not get rid of a fact, that is,
the right family owns eighty-five percent of their group's shares, plus the shares in the

hands of retail investors, they are barely able to maintain the shares in their hands only

ten percent this way.

So the two groups are stalling for time, because the relevant departments

access to investigate, and finally even if they are determined to be compulsory acquisition,
it will be a week later, a week later, it is estimated that the Tianhai Group are dust and

smoke, who to buy them?
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Stalling for time, this is their only chance of a Jedi comeback.

Another thing is that the Tianhai Group let go, the two groups also do not

care about the blood loss, directly retreat, hurried to throw into the Tianhai Group plate

of funds withdrawn from the whole line.

However, just after the two groups withdrew their funds, the stock of

Tianhai Group was red, and all branches, distributors and suppliers resumed cooperation.
On the contrary, the two major groups attacking the Tianhai Group, now sad and dismal,
completely down. Even a fool is able to see.

Two large volume and the Tianhai Group about the same enterprise siege,
but the results let the Tianhai Group to stand out, defeated!



After resisting the pressure for half a month, the Jedi counterattacked and

froze the two groups in less than a week to beat them to the ground and collapsed.

This situation is also very surprising, but undoubtedly stimulated those

retail investors, with the sky sea? The company's financial team has been working

diligently to improve the situation. Group financial team under the intentional operation,
countless retail investors rushed in like crazy, the stock began to drift red all the way, has
been in the state of stop, want to buy are very difficult.

The key has been to maintain this rate of increase, there is no intention to

stop, many lenders bankers want to enter, and even attracted the attention of some

financial predators in the secondary market, but unfortunately in the operation of the

team of justice, which lenders and bankers dare to enter the field?

Skyfall justice team in the secondary market overturned the sea, touched
these bankers also headache, only a few people dare to with them hard steel, but the
results are no exception, all miserable results exit.

The sky sea group stock all the way to red, straight line soaring has

presented an unstoppable momentum, originally a hundred billion group, has plunged to

only two hundred million volume.

But also just a few days of work, the sky sea group recovered as before,
even by the east wind of the stock, doubled hard, to reach two hundred billion large

group, and the trend is still not stopped.



The Lin family, Jun Wu Ren and Lin Hao, with difficulty, brought Xu
Linglong back to the Lin family.

Seeing that the three of them are covered with injuries, the body is intact

back, especially Xu Linglong was unconscious. They were aware that Xu Linglong was an

early stage Grand Master!

This scene scared them all, what kind of enemy had they encountered?

After Lin Hao and the two of them brought Xu Linglong back to the Lin
family, the two of them finally couldn't carry off their strength and passed out directly.

Hou Yijun took care of Jun Wuhuai, Lin Qingcheng and Shen Xiyan took

care of Lin Hao and Xu Linglong, the two were simply arranged to rest in a room, both did
not wake up signs.

Many people are starting to worry, they are in such a situation, in the end,
is it a tragic victory, or is it an undefeated situation to flee?

Fear that the enemy will come again, but the situation is good, the enemy

did not come to the door, the wind and waves are quiet for two days.

The next day, Mo Tianji found Gu Nansheng, Lin Qingcheng, Zhong
Baiming, and even took Shen Xiyan with him.



"I'm afraid something has happened this time." Mo Tianji's face was ugly.

The others looked at each other, they didn't understand what was going

on?

"That man is back, and he wants to wipe out the shame for the Tang Sect."
Mo Tianji suddenly came again with a headless sentence, moreover, told the crowd that

Tianhai General Yin Nanfeng, the number one powerhouse on the official side was

defeated, a tragic defeat in the true sense of the word!

"What?Who did it? General Nanfeng is a peak Xiantian realm powerhouse,
right?" Gu Nansheng's face was ugly.

Yin Nanfeng could be said to be an official Chinese poker face, i.e. an
explicitly strong Patriarch, and belonged to the official Chinese powerhouse.

This up to defeat Yin Nanfeng, this is simply in the face of Huaxia! Such
behavior, the top will definitely not sit idly by!

You have to be clear, the four guards are beyond the official side of the

organization, but counted, the Dragon Gate is the official special organization of China!



Recently, the Dragon Sect is very strong, it should not sit back and do

nothing!

However, the Dragon Sect is not moved, but only issued an announcement:
clan master fighting, but all reach the level of Grand Master can not intervene, unless
there is a legitimate reason to fight, provoked or other.

Chapter 1728

Then there is no further ......

The meaning is very simple, that is, want to defeat him can, the strength
and he is the same, he is still a patriarch, then the great patriarch is not possible to send

out.

Although the Dragon Sect is also extremely angry, but this situation to send
a Grand Master to fight, even if you win, it is also criticized, not to mention that if you

send a Grand Master to the early stage, to bully the small, not to mention that if you also

lose?

That would be a shame to the international community.

Therefore, although angry, but there is no way.



Chen Beixuan, who was sitting in the capital, also saw the news, while the
four town guards had come, but Chen Beixuan ignored them.

"There is no harm in hurting my granddaughter, simply looking for death,
these grave-digging ghosts of the Mountain Moving Sect are impatient to live, huh?" Chen
Bei Xuan's tone seemed slightly morose and cold.

"Master, do you need my help?" A man in green robes, handsome and

uncommon came in the air, gently landed behind Chen Beixuan and saluted respectfully,
this man looked less than thirty years old.

"No need, if I needed your help, why would I harden Lin Hao and Jun Wu

Ren and their strength? Tell that kid Yin Nanfeng to go and let Lin Hao settle, isn't the
Tianhai Martial Arts Conference coming up soon?" Chen Bei Xuan coldly smiled: "This kid
Lin Hao knows what to do, not to mention that the Tang Sect wants to make a clean break,
then the Martial Dao Conference, the other side will definitely be involved."

"Yes master, my disciple understands." The man in green robes rose up in

the air, and in the blink of an eye, there was an ear-piercing sound breaking sound!

A short time to reach the speed of breaking the sound barrier, that is at
least the middle stage of the Grand Master strong person can ah!

At this time the news of the martial arts conference has spread, the Tianhai
Martial Arts Conference, is the martial arts conference of the Tianhai land!



Tianhai, also known as the Devil's Capital, an economic center city,
countless sects coiled.

This conference, that is, who can win the final champion, that is the power
of the Devil's Capital, or the Tianhai Martial Arts Association alliance!

This seems to want each prefecture-level city to set up an alliance to divide

and rule? Or rather, an alliance master who controls the place, with the power to clamp

down on other sects and the power to gain more benefits.

And it is stipulated that only the strongest people below the Grand Master
level can participate.

After all, reaching the level of Grand Master, many are old demons, ah, the
battle up earth-shattering, landslide, that can still be?

Moreover, this is also a contest of the respective young generation, in the

end who is the leading young generation, means that the future potential of this clan, is
also good.

Any clan that has reached the Xiantian realm can participate, and each clan,
only two places to participate, while the clan has three places to participate!

Eventually find the strongest allies!



This news came out, there is an even more shocking news, Li Longcheng
spread the news, singled out the entire Tianhai martial arts world, this Tianhai martial

arts alliance leader, it is not Li Longcheng.

This news came out, is really let countless sects even are black, Yin
Nanfeng can not do, who can do over this guy?

But there are still a lot of peak Xiantian realm powerhouse are not
convinced, will give this guy a good look!

As for the other local clans are almost not laughing, the clan of the sky sea

is estimated to be bad!

The main thing is, if you really let Li Longcheng succeed in singling out?
One person singled out all the clan's young generation leaders and won the Tianhai

Martial Arts League, then the embarrassment is not only the Tianhai clan, this
consequence is not they can bear!

The old Chinese sects, overseas Chinese sects have always been
disapproved of the state, and even think that it simply does not have the traditional Dao

heritage, similar to the bloodline impure a meaning, think? Dye land west land land Yi Yi?
Its does not belong to China.

These news is boisterous, many ordinary people in the sky sea can be aware

of the matter.



Lin Hao also finally woke up, and so Lin Hao woke up, Jun Wuhuai has

woken up early, but Xu Linglong is slow to wake up.

This makes Lin Hao a little worried, the after-effects of burning bloodline is
really horrible.
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Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren also informed through Mo Tianji, probably knew the major

events that happened during the two days he was in a coma.

Hu's Group and Hailan Group were offered a compulsory acquisition, they
were resisting, but it was only a matter of time before they were finally acquired.
Meanwhile, after the withdrawal of the other party's funds, under the operation of Chen

Tianyue's team, the shares of Tianhai Group were red all the way, doubling the funds on
the original basis.

Next is the overseas Tang Sect Patriarch Li Longcheng, challenge General
Yin Nanfeng, the final Yin Nanfeng General miserable defeat, in addition to the official

opening of the Tianhai Martial Arts Conference tomorrow, Li Longcheng threatened to

single out the Tianhai martial arts community.

Lin Hao shook his head: "These things do not need to bother, first think
about how to let Xu Linglong wake up, or is there any way to compensate for her

bloodline loss, this is the top priority, if something happens to Xu Linglong, the side of the
Huashan School is not good to deal with."



"I know this, it's just that Lin Hao, this matter is more complicated than we

imagined." Mo Tianji smiled bitterly, "That Li Longcheng if you lose in the martial arts

conference, or even die better, but if the other side wins, we are finished ah, and
according to intelligence analysis, he may still win is very large. "

"What do you mean?When did Li Longcheng's win or loss have anything to
do with us?" Lin Hao somewhat do not understand, where is this ah, they have a

relationship with Li Longcheng?

Jun Wu Regret woke up earlier than Lin Hao, but he knew some inside

story, helplessly told Lin Hao, why now those two groups have no power of return? But

they still carry on hard, hard dragging time!

Is that they still have a chance, because Li Longcheng is they spend a huge

price to invite back ah, at the same time Li Longcheng also has a legitimate reason to

return to China.

At the same time also involved ten years ago, the Chinese clan and overseas
Tang Sect grudge entanglement, to put it bluntly, Li Longcheng lost, it does not matter,
once Li Longcheng won, then to meet them, I am afraid that the destruction of the Tianhai

Group.

"I go." Lin Hao is speechless, this is okay?



Before that a few innate realm of the patriarch, almost to their old life, well,
now directly to a peak innate realm strong, and good is called the Grand Master below

invincible existence, more than five Grand Master killed the early strong!

Lin Hao just? The first thing you need to do is to get back to work.Woke up,
the body has not fully recovered yet, heard this voice face are green, how to play this?

Jun Wuhuai shrugged helplessly: "This injury, I have gained some benefits,
now I have is a breakthrough to the late stage of the innate realm, there is still some

distance from the great perfection, but I did comprehend the second blade into."

"Hmm? Nice shot! The second style must be fierce in its power! The task of
sniping Li Longcheng will be left to you Brother No Regrets, go for it!" Lin Hao's eyes lit
up, it was possible, the other party's sword technique was in no way below his own Seven

Killing Divine Sword Duel.

Jun Wu Regret heard this, his face darkened: "Roll, we are now the most

disadvantaged or no Dao Yin, the key is that we have all been issued a ban, may not

absorb Dao Yin again, unless it reaches the level of Xuan Master!"

"If I had the Dao Yin, I wouldn't be afraid to touch it with Li Longcheng."

Lin Hao had a bitter face, that's not, it's hard, really hard.



Dao Yin is the power of the gods' legacy, able to substantially increase the

strength of the martial powerhouse to play, let alone the Dao Yin with divine powers!

Equivalent to the same segment of the strong, people have hanging, you
have wood ...... on, hard to bear.

Just when Lin Hao and Jun Wuhuai sad face, several military license plate

cars rumbled toward the Lin family villa, next to four or five tanks in the escort, the
surrounding crowd of onlookers have fled.

Many people are wondering, what's going on?

Tanks are out!

What did the Lin family get into?

The onlookers seemed to be able to imagine that the next moment, the
tanks opened the way, directly blasted open the door of the Lin family, and then rumbled

in, the gun pointed at the Lin family, all kinds of guns directly dislike the Lin family face.

Chapter 1730

However, instead of this scene, a middle-aged man, wearing a neat and straight military

uniform, stepped down from a car with a military zone licence plate of Hai A001 in front

of him.



The onlookers exclaimed in amazement, "Holy shit, I remember, that's a
military licence plate! The special car of the head of the Heavenly Navy Region, so, so this
man can't be Senior General Yin Nanfeng, can he?"

"Are you blind? Haven't you seen the speech about General Nanfeng? This

is General Yin Nanfeng! The great general who guards the Heavenly Sea Sea Gate! How
many covetous people have been repelled by his presence?"

"Hiss, it's really General Nanfeng, what's the point of coming to the Lin

family with such a big show? Does it mean that the Lin family colluded with those

curmudgeons to wreak havoc on Tianhai City?"

"It's not easy to say, I don't feel something is right, look at how much

commotion the Tianhai Group has been making lately. I think this matter is definitely not

simple!"

There was a lot of discussion around, but Yin Nanfeng ignored it and,
accompanied by his adjutant, walked directly into the Lin family villa, while the Lin
family servants outside the villa did not dare to stop them, and let them go directly and

also led the way in front.

All the tanks were surrounding the Lin family villa, while the special
brigade with loaded guns directly protected the whole villa.



When the people around saw this scene, they were incomparably surprised,
"Huh, what is this situation?

It doesn't seem right, it's not like they're here to look for trouble, instead
they look like they're here to protect the Lin family!

Could it be that they wanted to investigate?

Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren were discussing how to deal with this matter,
under this situation, should they go or not attend?

They were considered a family, the Lin family had two places and Jun Wu

Regret also had two places.

But they didn't want to bring others, who were not as strong as them!

Besides, Xu Linglong hadn't woken up and Shen Xiyan didn't have much

combat power, plus both of them were already beyond the participation bar? They are

both Grand Masters. They are both at the Grand Master level.

The only two people to go are Jun Wu Regret and Lin Hao!



The two of them are the only ones who can go. Jun Wu Regret has the true

transmission of the Seibei Wild Blade, and Lin Hao has the Seven Killings Divine Sword

Duel of senior Chen Bei Xuan!

At that moment, Mo Tianji ran in with a sweaty head, "Something's wrong,
something big has happened, Lin Hao, Jun Wu Regret, you two hurry up and come with

me."

"What's going on that has made you so nervous?" Lin Hao frowned, very
surprised, Mo Tianji was usually a very calm person, one could say, a titanic being who

didn't change colour before the collapse of a mountain, but today he lied like this, Lin
Hao even subconsciously asked, "Did Li Longcheng hit the door?"

"Shut your crow's mouth!" Jun Wu Ren was shocked, big brother, don't
make this joke!

Mo Tianji shook his head, "That's not true, it was General Yin Nanfeng who

arrived, right in your courtyard, our villa area was surrounded by the Heavenly Navy

District Special Brigade as well as a few tanks."

Lin Hao was full of question marks! Jun Wu Ren was also aghast.

No, hadn't Yin Nanfeng been defeated by Li Longcheng, and instead of

going to find trouble with Li Longcheng, what was he doing suddenly running to the Lin

family?



"Lin Hao, let me go with you." Shen Xiyan was filled with worry.

Before Lin Hao could say no, Mo Tianji spoke directly, "No, General Yin
Nanfeng has said that he will only see Lin Hao and Jun Wuhuo, but no one else."

General Yin Nanfeng, as the number one general in China, guarding the Sea
of Heaven, was qualified to say this!

Even more so, he had the authority to say such a thing!

Lin Hao smiled and waved his hand, "You guys don't need to worry, let's go
over there and take a look. I think it's because of Li Longcheng and the Martial Arts

Conference, but I don't think General Yin Nanfeng will come looking for trouble."

Hearing Lin Hao say that, they were relieved and didn't say anything else.

Mo Tianji didn't get involved either, and only Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren

entered Lin Hao's courtyard, where within the small pavilion in the courtyard, Yin
Nanfeng sat on a stone bench in the pavilion and placed two brocade boxes on the stone
table.
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